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Version 0.95ex (Experimental Patch) 
 

 

April 16, 2018 

 

 

This document explains changes made to the USB2Wifi firmware since the previous patch 

v0.94.3.   

This document should be accompanied with one or more binary files labeled usb2wifi-

patch-xxxxxxxxxx that will be used for the actual update.  Update instructions are included. 

This is an experimental patch release (denoted by “ex” suffix) and will only make 

temporary changes to the USB2Wifi stick (“stick” or “wifi stick”), and is only intended to be 

applied to sticks with firmware version v0.94.3 exactly. Application of this experimental 

patch to any earlier or later model will lead to unknown behavior and if there are issues 

any such stick should be restored to factory settings. 
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1 Patch Summary 
 

A quick list of changes to the firmware are as follows 

1) Hidden routers can now be connected to 

2) Wifi scanner can now detect WPA Enterprise routers 

3) Wifi scanner can now detect Unicode named routers 

4) WPA Enterprise configuration page has been added 

5) Share Folder scanner can now scan in parallel rather than sequentially 

6) Share Folder scanner now has an alternative method to detect share computers 

7) Unicode can now be used in manual entry fields in the Wifi configuration page 

8) Rewrite of GUI in Wifi and Share configuration pages 
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2 Installation Instructions 
 

The following section explains how to upgrade the USB2Wifi stick to new firmware. 

 

 

2.1 Experimental vs. Full Release Differences 
 

There are two types of patches.  An “experimental patch” applies temporary changes to some files of a 

working wifi stick.  A “full release” patch will rewrite the factory backup area, then format and recreate 

all other parts of the stick from the backup area.  In other words, the wifi stick is divided into two areas 

internally, a backup code area and an active code area, and the experimental patch alters pieces of 

active code while the full release alters the entire wifi stick. 

An experimental patch has zero permanent risk as it does not touch the backup code area, while a full 

release patch introduces some risk as it does overwrite the backup area and active areas as well.  Risk is 

either when losing power during a full release patch (putting only half the code into the backup area) or 

when there is a flash formatting/writing error where a sector cannot properly be marked as bad and 

never-use-again (should be rare).  The experimental patch, then, is intended for safe testing of software 

changes. 

An experimental patch should install within seconds, while a full release patch will take at least five 

minutes (if there are no flash writing problems) as the whole stick is formatted.  The general order of a 

full release patch is to write to the backup area first, then initiate a factory restore which formats the 

remainder of the stick.  The general order of an experimental patch is to overwrite one or more program 

or data files, then reboot. 

An experimental patch, since it only makes small changes, can only be applied to a specific version or 

else those changes may be meaningless.   The full release patch can change any stick to any version, 

newer or older, although this ability may change in the future (if the backup area to active area 

partitioning is reorganized).  We will note if it does. 

 

 

2.2 Patch Installation 
 

Instructions for installing an experimental patch is identical to installing a full release patch.  The only 

difference will be in the name of the patch and the patch duration and risk as mentioned above. 

Installation instructions are as follows: 
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1) Download the patch file(s).  They will be named or prefixed “usb2wifi-patch-xxxxxxxxx”. They 

may have suffixes saying “part1” and “part2” if there is more than one file. 

2) Remove the USB2Wifi stick from your machine and insert into your computer. 

3) Make sure there is enough free space on the wifi stick for at least one of the patch files.  If not, 

then remove files from your share folder (or whatever data source the wifi stick is attached to) 

until there is enough free space on the stick. 

4) If there is more than one patch file, then copy only one of the patch files into the USBWIFI 

subdirectory (the “command folder”).  Please wait up to one minute for the wifi stick to 

disconnect and reconnect.  The patch file will disappear. 

5) Copy the second patch file (if any) to the USBWIFI subdirectory. 

6) If this is an experimental patch, then the stick is ready after it reboots which should happen 

within ten or fifteen seconds.  In this case, the (experimental) patch is complete. 

7) If this is a full release patch, then you must wait at least five minutes while the stick completes 

the full patching process.  The general process is to first concatenate the pieces, verify, then 

uncompress the full release patch internally which takes up to two minutes.  Then the lights will 

quickly flash (at increasing speed) for thirty seconds as it writes to the backup code area; this is 

highest risk part and losing power here will brick the wifi stick.  The remaining three minutes will 

be running the factory restore program which is relatively safe, and will be run repeatedly until 

success. One green light will be lit and steady during this or any general factory restore 

command, which formats the working data area and extracts the backup data to it.  See 

Appendix A for more technical details about factory restore and the flash memory. 

8) When the stick reboots normally after this five minute wait, please verify in the configuration 

page what firmware version is displayed at the upper left.  It should display the version listed in 

the patch notes.  All settings are reverted back to defaults and all user information is lost.  

Please reconfigure the stick and verify operation. 

 

A short summary of the above installation instructions, for a full release patch, would be to tell the 

customer to put one patch file into the USBWIFI directory on the stick (not into the share folder) and 

wait one minute for reconnect, then put the other patch file into the USBWIFI directory then wait 

several minutes for reboot.  An experimental patch as noted is quicker, and would be to place the patch 

file into the USBWIFI directory on the stick and wait about ten seconds for reboot. 

To revert the changes of an experimental patch, initiate a factory restore.  The permanent patch cannot 

be reverted with factory restore, but an older permanent patch file may be installed instead. 
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3 Patch Updates 
 

The following updates and bugfixes were made in this patch. 

 

 

 
3.1 Hidden Router Updates 

 

3.1.1 Wireless Driver Fix 
The driver to the internal wireless daughtercard was not properly sending out the name of the router 

during its pre-login scan routine, so the hidden router would never respond or be located.   

Please test by entering the wifi router’s name and password manually and activating the hidden router 

option.  Use the wifi test button or inspect the stick light to see if connection was successful (both solid 

green). A non-hidden router is not affected by this setting either way. 

The wifi scan button will not pick up hidden routers even when the name is manually filled out, and 

should not be used for this test.  You must configure the wifi connection manually. 

 

 

 

3.2 Wifi Scanner Updates 

 
There are two changes that affect the New Scan button in the Wifi configuration page. 

 

3.2.1 WPA Enterprise Support 
The wifi scanner now properly identifies WPA Enterprise routers, and will mark them as WPA-E.  A new 

page allowing Enterprise configuration was added to the GUI, explained later in the patch notes. 

 

3.2.2 Duplicate Entries Removed 
The wifi scanner previously showed duplicate entries if any router broadcasted both WPA2 and WPA1 

ability.  We will only display the higher security in the list now.  It makes no difference to the driver 

whether it is configured as either, so this change is only cosmetic. 
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3.3 Share Folder Scanner Updates 
 

There are several changes to the share folder scanner. 

Previously, the share scanner consecutively logged on to all local computers, one by one, to get their 

share folder listings.  The method used to locate the computers did not always work (as it is NetBIOS and 

broadcast based, and at the mercy of routers blocking broadcasts, packet loss, and computers not 

responding to that port) and if there were many computers on the network, the share scan will take 

many minutes without any GUI feedback.  Some issues have been addressed. 

 

3.3.1 Faster scanning speed 
The share scanner now scans computers in parallel so the maximum scan time should be 30 seconds at 

most. 

 

3.3.2 New scan method 
A new scanning method “Range Scan” was added, which is not broadcast based.  It will exhaustively 

logon to every (local) address on the network and identify which have share servers and which do not 

(which may give you a hint if your computer’s server was erroneously disabled or firewalled).   

The “range scan” has a similar limitation as the original scan as it can only check local addresses (and 

not, for example, every ip subnet in your place); however the ip range can be customized if you have an 

idea what ip address range your share computer is on.  The option to change range should be in the 

share folder manual configuration menu. 

The range scan will also identify the computer’s workgroup, however if selected this field will not be 

used in configuration.  It will not update the value in the workgroup button. 

 

3.3.3 Connecting Limitation 
There is an outstanding flaw in the software where we require NetBIOS broadcast communications from 

a computer before connecting (originally added for reliability purposes).  This means that, while our 

scanner can now find computers in a different range, it cannot connect to it without the direct IP 

address override option (or if your routers allow broadcasts through, which is router model/setting 

dependent but probably overall rare).   

In other words, the scanner is now better at finding computers than the login code.  Neither is ideal, 

though, and this will be addressed in a later patch. 
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3.3.4 SMB2 Issue 
The share scanner will now report if a computer refused to talk because SMB1 was disabled.  The 

scanner will say “Version Error” in this case.  This is a rising issue because Windows 10 updates are now 

starting to disable SMB1, and the wifi stick’s share driver (intended only as a placeholder) only supports 

SMB1. While Windows 10 does allow you to reactivate SMB1, if disabled by the update, this is not ideal 

for customers.  The wifi stick will be adding SMB2 support in the next major patch.  All older versions of 

Windows will probably continue to support SMB1. 

 

 

 

3.4 WPA Enterprise Update 
 

The stick previously only allowed WPA Enterprise connections if you manually uploaded a custom WPA 

supplicant file.  This update now allows you to configure most types of WPA Enterprise connections 

directly. 

 

3.4.1 Radio Button Selection Added for WPA Enterprise 
In the Manual Wifi Configuration page, you can now select WPA Enterprise (“WPA-E”) as well as the 

previous WPA1/2 and WEP in the radio menu.  When WPA Enterprise is chosen in this radio menu, all 

options in the new WPA Enterprise page can take effect.  If WPA Enterprise is not chosen in the radio 

menu, none of the WPA-E options in the new page will appear in the login file. 

 

3.4.2 WPA Enterprise Page 
There is a new page dedicated to WPA Enterprise login options, in page three of the Wifi configuration 

menu.  Only common and secure options are shown, some rarer options may not be offered.  If you 

need a rare login combination, then let us know or use the existing WPA supplicant utilities to upload a 

custom login file. If you need to add a rare option or login line, then same answer.  As before, you can 

see the affects your choices make by viewing the WPA supplicant file after you configure. 

The wifi scanner alone cannot configure everything, so after selecting your WPA-E router you must 

complete configuration on this page. 

 

 

 

3.5 Unicode Update 
 

The wifi stick and GUI had issues configuring or displaying Unicode.  That has been fixed. 
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3.5.1 Unicode in Wifi Scanner 
The Wifi scanner should now properly display routers with Unicode names. 

 

3.5.2 Unicode in Wifi Configuration Menu 
The manual wifi configuration menu should now accept Unicode names when manually entering a 

router name. It is recommended to use double quotes around the name. 

 

 

 

3.6 Other Changes and Bugfixes 
 

3.6.1 Quotes without spaces 
When entering names that had whitespace in the middle, for example “my share folder”, the wifi stick 

required quotes around the name.  This part worked correctly.  However when quotes were placed 

around a name with no whitespace, for example “mysharefolder”, it would fail.  This has been fixed. 

 

3.6.2 Rewrite of Wifi and Share menus 
Instructions on the Wifi and Share menus have been changed some, both to explain new features and to 

give more hints to help users figure out how to find their login details from the various locations in 

windows. 

 

3.6.3 Unused entries 
Some new controls have been added to the GUI but are not yet active. 
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4 Appendix A 
 

4.1  Technical Notes on Factory Restore and Flash Memory 

 

The full release patch makes use of the factory restore function, as noted above.  When the factory 

restore bit is set (somewhere in flash memory), the stick will repeat-initiate a factory restore at bootup 

until success, then clear the bit.  The sign of a stick in factory restore operation is one green light steady 

at powerup and lasting at least three minutes until going into a normal reboot.  If the factory restore 

fails for any reason, the stick will reboot 15 seconds after the fail point and then try again. Any critical 

problems with the flash memory chip will keep the stick in this loop forever, for instance caused by 

sectors that refuse to be marked as bad.  It’s been noted that repeat-formats can bring dead sectors 

back to life, though, and some failed sticks have recovered if plugged in long enough.  If power was lost 

during the fast flashing lights portion of the full-release patch, though, the stick is likely non-recoverable. 

To initiate a hardware factory restore if the stick cannot boot (or by customer choice), hold down the 

internal reset button which is accessible through the hole marked “reset” on the side of the wifi stick.  

The button is very close to the opening and should click firmly.  There is empty space above it, so a too 

thin object may miss.  If the stick is operational, you may hold down the button while it is booted.  If the 

stick is nonfunctional, you may have to hold down the button as you plug in the stick or apply power.  If 

this is difficult, please use a USB extension cable and plug the stick in while simultaneously holding down 

the reset button.  The light should start blinking, one per second, in a count.  After ten or more blinks, 

release the reset button and the stick should initiate factory restore by showing one green light for at 

least a few minutes.  As noted, a stick will remain in a factory restore operation endlessly until it 

succeeds; you do not have to repeat the reset button steps unless you think the restore failed. 

The customer should not have to worry about factory restore reducing stick life. Some flash testing 

showed that data sectors (using the term loosely) can each take 100k-200k erase/write cycles before 

slight degrading, and 400k cycles before heavy degrading.  This means that full formats/writes could be 

done 100,000 times before it starts to lose capacity.  Any problems with the flash are more likely due to 

age compounded with factory flaws, meaning some small percentage of sectors will be borderline 

(eventually going bad and being unable to be marked as bad), meaning some percentage of sticks will 

have weak spots that may or may not affect upgrading. 

The stick operating in ramdisk-only mode (default) will not write to flash at all, besides when being 

configured, in the hopes this may lead to a longer lifespan.  When the flash area is opened up for 

customer use in later models (permanent storage), the rough lifetime is estimated at (100k or 200k) * 

200 megabytes worth of flash writing (data changes) before beginning to lose maximum capacity (which 

will be larger than what is offered to the customer).  Note that this is flash memory, not hard drive 

magnetic storage, so the read/write behavior of either cannot be compared due to wear leveling and 

other details.  Either way, upgrading should not shorten the life of most sticks but might unluckily find a 

few sticks that have questionable flash memory. 

 


